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INTRODUCTION 
Let (R, M) be a Noetherian local domain containing the rational num- 
bers and let (8, 4%) be its completion. Let P be a prime ideal of R and let 
n = dim(R/P). In a series of recent papers [6, 7, 10, 111, the connections 
between the statements “P is a permissible prime ideal (as a center for a 
blowing-up) of R," “ P is a maximally differential prime ideal of R," “P& is 
a maximally differential prime ideal of l?” have been studied. 
In [lo], Singh shows that if R is complete and if P is a maximally dif- 
ferential prime ideal of R, then there exist x ,,..., X,E A4 and d ,,..., d, E 
Der(R) such that di(P) G P for every i = l,..., n, M= P + c;=, Rx, and the 
matrix (C&(X,)) is the n x n identity matrix; in particular, R/P is regular. 
Then, he asks whether the result holds without the hypothesis “R is com- 
plete.” If it = 0, then the result trivially holds. However, already if n = 1, the 
result does not hold anymore; indeed, R/P need not even be regular in 
general. In the first section of this paper, we analyse the behaviour of R/P 
with respect o the property of regularity from several points of view. From 
the point of view of the embedding dimension and of the multiplicity, we 
show that the behaviour is very bad: the embedding dimension can be 
equal to any given integer r 2 1, and the multiplicity can be bigger than 
any given integer s 3 r > 2. From the point of view of the associated graded 
ring, we show that the behaviour is much better: calling N := M/P the 
maximal ideal of R/P, then of course, when R/P is not regular, the 
associated graded ring G(R/P) := X20 (N’/N’+ ‘) is not isomorphic to a 
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polynomial ring in one indeterminate over R/M, but there does exist a 
natural homomorphism of G( R/P) onto G,( R/P) := C,‘; o (N”‘/N” + ’ )), 
where { N(i)},?o is a filtration naturally associated with the differential 
structure of R/P, and G,(R/P) is a polynomial ring in one indeterminate 
over R/M. From the point of view of the completion (a) of R/P, we shall 
show that ($) has only one minimal prime ideal q, that (3)/q is 
regular, but that the number of elements that are needed to generate q is 
equal to [(embedding dimension of R/P) - 11. 
In [lo], Singh asks also whether the two conditions “P is a maximally 
differential prime ideal of R” and “Pi? is a maximally differential prime 
ideal of R” are equivalent, or at least whether the latter implies the former. 
This question is considered at length in [6], but no final answer is given 
there. In the third section of this paper, we show that neither condition 
implies the other one. The example constructed in the first section shows 
that, already in the case dim(R/P) = 1, if P is a maximally differential prime 
ideal of R, then Pg need not even be a prime ideal of d. As for the other 
implication, we show that PI? can be a maximally differential prime ideal of 
I? without P be a maximally differential prime ideal of R even in some very 
natural situation; indeed, we show that this already happens for some 
rank-one discrete valuation overring of Q[X, YICX, y, that is centered on 
(X, Y). We shall observe that no non-trivial derivation of Q[X, YICX, ,,, can 
be extended to a derivation of that valuation overring V; this shed some 
light on a question asked by Seidenberg in [9]. Finally, it is to be noted 
that the ideal (0) of V is also an example of a permissible prime ideal that 
is not maximally differential. 
NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Let R be a Noetherian ring containing the rational numbers; let Der(R) 
be the R-Lie algebra of the derivations of R into itself. If de Der(R), let 
do(x) denote x and d”‘(x) denote d(&“(x)). Let 9 G Der(R); an ideal 
I # R is said to be Sdifferential if d(Z) E I for every d E 23; I is said to be 
maximally g-differential if it is g-differential and if for every ideal J such 
that I $ J C+ R, J is not g-differential; I is said to be maximally differential 
if it is maximally g-differential for some subset 23 of Der(R). A maximally 
differential ideal is necessarily a prime ideal. 
A prime ideal P of R is said to be permissible (as a center for a blowing- 
up) if R/P is regular and P’/P” ’ is R/P-flat for every r 2 0. 
If (R, M) is a one-dimensional local ring, we shall denote its embedding 
dimension by emb dim(R) and its multiplicity by mult( R); for any integer 
s, we will denote by p(MS) the number of elements of any minimal set of 
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generators of M”. We always have p(M) = emb dim(R) < mult(R) = p(M”) 
for s big enough. We also have that R is regular if and only if 
emb dim(R)= 1, if and only if mult(R)= 1, if and only if G(R) := 
xi”=, hP/lw+ is a polynomial ring in one indeterminate over R/M, if and 
only if the completion I? is regular. 
1. MAXIMALLY DIFFERENTIAL PRIME IDEALS AND REGULARITY 
In this section, we shall study the behaviour of R/P with respect to the 
property of regularity, where P is a maximally differential prime ideal of a 
local domain R such that dim(R/P) = 1. Our study will be done from 
several points of view: from the point of view of the embedding dimension 
and of the multiplicity of R/P, from the point of view of the associated 
graded ring of R/P, and from the point of view of the completion of R/P. 
From certain points of view, we could say that it is possible for R/P to be 
very far from being regular (and therefore, that it is possible for P to be 
very far from being permissible); from other points of view, we could say 
that R/P is close to being regular. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let n be an integer > 1 and let u, ,..., u, be integers 22. 
Then, there exists a local domain R such that: 
(a) dim(R) = 1, 
(b) (0) is a maximally differential prime ideal of R, 
(c) embdim(R)=n+ 1, 
(d) mult(R)=u,...u,. 
Being somewhat long and complicated, the proof will be given separately 
in the second section of this paper. 
Now, we consider the property of regularity from the point of view of the 
associated graded ring. If d is a derivation of a ring A and if Q is a prime 
ideal of A, we can consider the following filtration: 
Qy’ := A 7 Q$‘:= {csA/a, d(cl) ,..., d’i~“(rz)EQ}. 
Note that Qic Q$) and that Q . Q(’ - 1 1 c Qfi) d d . 
LEMMA 1. Let (A, Q) be a local ring; let dE Der(A) such that d(Q) C& Q. 
For i > 0, let Q”’ := Q$) and let lA(Q”‘/Q’” ‘I) be the length of the A-module 
QCi)/QCi+‘! Let G(A) := CEO Q’/Q’+‘, GAA) := CEO QCi)/QCi+” and let tj: 
G(A) + G,(A) be the graded homomorphism defined by $(ri + Q”‘) := 
ri+ Q(‘+‘) where tin Qi. Then: 
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(a 1 lAQ”‘/Q (’ + ‘I) = I for every i > 0 and G,( A ) t’s isomorphic to u 
polynomial ring in one indeterminate over A/Q. 
(b) $ is surjectioe. 
Proof: (a) For i > 1, considered d(“: Q”’ -+ A/Q defined by d(j)(t) := 
dCi’(t) + Q. It is clear that d”’ is additive; now, if 4 E Q”’ and u E A, we have 
$)(a() = d(‘)(a~) + Q = ad”‘(t) + C;=, d”‘(a) d”- “(5) + Q; but, since 
4 E Qci), we have d(‘-n (0 E Q(j) c Q forj> 1; thus, d”‘(a<) = ad(‘)(<) + Q = 
ad@‘(<), and d(” is an A-module homomorphism. Now, since d(Q) C& Q, 
there exists t E Q such that d(t) $ Q; then t’ E Q(” and d”‘(t’) # 0; since 
IA(A/Q) = 1, we obtain that d(” is surjective. Finally, it is clear that the ker- 
nel of 2”’ is QCifl’; Q(“/QCi+” is A-isomorphic to A/Q and 
lA(Q”‘/Q”+ 1’ )= 1. 
Since d(t) $ Q, we have t’E Q”‘\Q”+” and consequently that Q”‘= 
At’+Q(‘+“. Let cp: G,(A) :=C,?!YO Q(“/Q(‘+“+ (A/Q)[X] be the graded 
ring homomorphism defined by cp(at’ + Q’i+ ” ) := aXi; it is straightforward 
to check that cp is a well-defined isomorphism. 
(b) The graded ring homomorphism $: G(A) + G,(A) defined 
by $(li+ Qi’ ‘) := lj+ Q”+” is surjective; indeed, for every i> 1, we 
have Q(l)=&‘+ Q’i+l’, hence Q’i’= Qt+ Q”+l’, hence Q’f’/Q’r+l’= 
$(Q'/Q'+'). I 
LEMMA 2. Let (A, Q) be a local ring; let P be a prime ideal of A such 
that dim(A/P)= 1. Let dI, d,EDer(A) such that dj(Q) SZ Q and d,(P) E P 
for j = 1,2. Then, Q$/ = Q$i for every i >, 0. 
Proof Let A:=A/P, Q :=Q/P and let cp: A + A be the canonical 
homomorphism. For j= 1, 2, d, induces a derivation dj on A such that 
dj(Q) g Q. It is clear that we have Q$’ = cp -‘(Q!$), hence that Q$,’ = Q$’ if 
and only if Q$,’ = Q,$‘. N ow, by [3, Theorem 3.1, p. 747 and Theorem 3.2, - - 
p. 7481, the integral closure of (A, Q) is a rank-one discrete valuation ring 
(2, Q), and for every i>O, we have Q$,‘=@nA=Q$‘. 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (R, M) be a local ring; let P be a maximally dif 
ferential prime ideal of R such that dim(R/P)= 1. Let i? := RIP and 
&? := M/P. Then: 
(a) There exists de Der( R) such that $I@) & &?, and every such d 
gives rise to the same filtration @” := {a E R/a, d(a),..., d”- ‘)(a) E li;i}. 
(b) CEO iGi”)/&f”+ ‘1 is isomorphic to a polynomial ring in one - - 
indeterminate over RIM. 
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(c ) The graded homomorphism 
@: G(R) := f li;i’jM’+l~ f ii;i(i)/j@i+l) 
i=O i=O 
defined by 
Ic1(5;+nT/“‘):=rj+ii;i(i+l), 
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where ci E ii;i’, is surjective. 
Proo$ Clearly, there exists de Der(R) such that d(M) @ A4 and 
d(P) g P, and such a d induces a derivation d on R/P such that d(M/P) $ 
M/P. Now, we obtain all the results applying Lemmas 1 and 2. 1 
Finally, we consider the property of regularity from the point of view of 
the completion. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (R, M) be a local ring; let P be a maximally dif- 
ferential prime ipeal of R such that dim(R/P) = 1. Let R := R/P and 
li;r := M/P; let (R, A??) be the completion of (R, n). Then, 
^ 
(a) R has only one minimal prime ideal q. 
(b) R/q is regular. 
(c) p(q)=emb dim(R)- 1. In particular, it is possible to construct 
R, M, P such that p(q) = s, where s is any given integer 20. 
ProoJ: (a) Let d, sper(k) such that a,(k) g k; since dim k = 1, the 
maximal d,-ideal q of R is a height-zero prime ideal; since every height-zero 
prime ideal is a d,-ideal, then q is the unique height-zero prime ideal of 8. 
(b) Let tEli;i such that d,(t)$n;i; lek!:=(l/d,(t))d,; we have de 
Der(R) such that d(t) = 1. Let B := {C(E R/d(cr)=O}; by [12, Lemma 4, 
p. 5261, t is analytically independent over B and R = B[ [t]]. Since 
dim R = 1, then dim B = 0; $nce i? is local, then B has only one prime ideal 
qo; then, q = qo[ [t]] and R/q 1: (B/q,)[ [t]] is regular. 
(c) We want to show*that p(q) + 1 = ,u(M). Since $ is faithfully flat 
over R, we have p(g) = ,u(H); since q = qo[ [t]] and R = B[ [t]], we have 
p(q) = Aqo); since Al= (qo7 t) BCCtll , we have p(M) 6 p(qo) + 1. Then, to 
conclude, it suffices to show that if H can be generated by a set of u 
elements F, ,..., F,,, then q. can be generated by (U - 1) elements. For j = 
U, write Fj=bbio+tbiI+t2FJ with bpEqO, bjlEB, q.eB[[t]]. Since 
;F,,..., F,} g enerates (qo, t) B[[t]], it is clear that (blo,..., b,} generates 
qo. Now, we claim that there exists s E {l,..., U} such that {b,, ,..., b,,}\ 
{b,,} still generates qo. Indeed, since t E I@, there exists G1 ,..., G, E B[ [ t]] 
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such that t=C,“=, G,[,; for ,j= l,..., u, write G, = c,(,+ tc,I + t2Gj with 
cio E B, cjl E B, G,’ E B[ [r]]; then, clearly we have 
OF f: CjOhjO, 
,=I 
1 = f: CjJJil + i Cj16,,. 
j=l ,=I 
Since bp E q. for every j E { l,..., I>, then we get from the second equality 
that there exists SE {l,..., f} such that cso$qo, i.e., such that cro is invertible 
in B; then, from the first equality, we get that b, = cs;’ Cf= ,, jfu c,nbp and 
therefore that { blo,..., b,ol\{b,} still generates qo. 1 
2. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1. 
The construction of the domain R will be in part inspired from [l] and 
[3]. Let K be a field and Y an indeterminate over K. For j= l,..., n, let 
7Tj:=ai,Y”/-‘+ ..’ +a,,yuJ-‘+ ... EK[[Y]] 
such that rrl,..., r-c,, are algebraically independent over K(Y). Let 
rtj, := ,jy-(“,-‘L a,l=q2y+J+ .*. +aj,r”;-u’+ ... 
lTj2 .- .-~j,y-(u~-~,)-aj,=,,yu:-“:+ ... +ai,yv!:+ ... 
Let r:=K[Y; lc”’ ,I )..,, 7c’;; ,...; x2, n ;; )...) 7-c;; )... ;.,.; lr,,, n;7 )...) 7C;:,...1. 
CLAIM 1. P := (Y, x1 ,..., 7-c,) = (Y; 7-c,, x’;; ,..., 7-c:; ,... ;...; n,, 7c;! ,..., x;y ,...) is 
a maximal ideal of T. 
Proof ( Y; rcr , rry;,..., rcy; ,... ;...; rc,,, rc$ ,..., rr;; ,...) is a proper ideal of T 
since it is contained in YK[ [ Y]]; then, it is also clearly a maximal ideal of 
T. Obviously, it contains the ideal ( Y, rc 1 ,..., 71,); it remains to show that it 
is equal to it. For this, it clearly suffkes to show that for every j 2 1 and 
i > 2, we have rc?- I E YT. We will show the more precise relation 
(1) Zfn>j>l andi22, then~~_,EyU’-1K[Y,~j,71~] 
for which we will need the relation: 
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Indeed, we have 
=7cj- i a,J+dqY,7c,], 
k=l 
which is the relation (2). Now, we have 
But, for m E { l,..., ujP l }, we have 
u~+‘-u;=(Uj-l)+(Uj-l)(U,-l)>(U,-l)+(U,j-l)m, I 
and therefore Y’:” -“kc; E Y+ ~ ’ ( Y+‘TT~;)~ K[ Y] c Yuj-’ K[ Y, n,] by (2). 
Then, we get that 
q- 1 E Y”- ‘K[ Y, 7cj, 7g-J. 
CLAIM 2. R := T, is a local domain of dimension one whose integral 
closure is a rank-one discrete valuation ring equal to T’ yT, where T’ := 
K[ Y; 71,) 711, )..., 7c,i )... ;...; rc”, 71,, )...) 71,i )... 1. 
Proof: We want to show that R is Noetherian and that its dimension is 
equal to 1. Since P is finitely generated, it suffices to show that its height is 
equal to 1. 
The ring T’ is clearly an integral extension of T. The ideal YT is a 
maximal ideal of T; indeed, for every Jo {l,..., n} and every i 2 1, we have 
rcj= Yu’-+cj, +a,,)~ YT’ 
and 
7cjj= y”J ‘+‘--“~(7rjj+, +uji+l)E YT’. 
NOW, YT’ lies over P since rcj E YT’ for every j = l,..., n, and it is the only 
prime ideal of T’ that does so; indeed, if .?? is a prime ideal of T’ such that 
9 n T= P, then YE 8, hence YT’ c 9, hence YT’ = B since YT’ is a 
maximal ideal of T. Consequently, in order to show that height (P) = 1, it 
suffices to show that height (YT) = 1. 
Let p be a prime ideal of T such that (0) G p c YT. Let f~ p; we have 
f = Yfi with fi E T; since Y # p, then fi E p; repeating the argument for f, , 
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we have. f, = Yf2, hence f = Y2fi. with f; E p; going this way, we will get 
that 
,x1 
fE n ~“7-k fj Y~K[-Y]]=(O). 
n=Q n=O 
Thus p = (0), height( Yr) = 1 and height(P) = 1. 
Since T is integral over T and since YT’ is the only prime ideal of T’ 
that lies over P, then T’ YT’ is integral over T,, = R. Furthermore, T’ yT’ is a 
l-dimensional ring whose only maximal ideal is principal; then T’ YT’ is 
Noetherian, one-dimensional, regular local ring, i.e., a rank-l discrete 
valuation ring. Finally, by (2), T’ and T have the same quotient field. Thus, 
T’,, is the integral closure of R. 1 
CLAIM 3. Let M := PT, be the maximal ideal of R := T,, Let r > 1. 
Then, 
A, := yiO,+.. 
i 
71$/i0>O;uj-l>ij>O,Vj=l,...,n; f ij=r 
j=O I 
is a minimal set of generators of M’. In particular, emb dim(R) = n + 1 and 
mult(R) = u1 ... u,. 
Proof Since M= PT, and since P = ( Y, 7c, ..., rr,), we have that M’ is 
generated by { Yiozf’ . . . zr$/ij Z 0, Vj = 0, I,..., n; cJCO ij = r >. Then, A, will 
clearly be a set of generators of M, if we show the following relation: 
(3) Ifn>jbl andk3uj, then nfe(Yk, Yk-‘zj ,..., Yk-~+‘$‘-‘). 
To prove (3), note that by definition we have 
=7$9+ 1 C~~J!-“(-ajl)“y(9-‘)” 
m=l 
+ (-a,,)“iy(“I- l)+, 
hence $‘JE ( Y”j’qP ‘), Y”-‘71,) TE (Yq, Y”-‘rrj) T. By induction on u, it is 
straightforward to check that for v 2 0, we have 
~YJ+“E(YU’+“, yui+“-‘nj,..., yU++$‘-‘) T, 
J 
which proves (3). 
Now, we want to show that when generating M’, no element of A, is 
superff uous. 
First, we claim that it suffices to show that this is true for r= u where 
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u := c;= 1 (uj- 1). For any integer s, we will denote by p(M’) the number 
of elements of any minimal set of generators of M”. For any s > U, it is clear 
that A, contains exactly u1 . . * u, elements ince Y, nnl ,..., n, are algebraically 
independent over K; then, since A, generates MS, we have u1 * 1. u, 2 p(M”). 
Now, since R is one dimensional, we have that m&(R) = p(M”) for every s 
big enough, and that mult(R) >,u(M”) for every s. Then, for every s big 
enough, we have U, . ..u.~~(M’)=rnult(R)~~L(M~)=~~‘..~,, the last 
equality coming from our supposition that A, is a minimal set of 
generators of M”. Then, we have that uI . . . u,, = p(M’) for every s big 
enough, i.e., that A, is a minimal set of generators of M” for every s big 
enough. Now, if t < s and if A, is a minimal set of generators of M”, then A, 
is a minimal set of generators of M’. Indeed, if there existed c1 E A, such that 
UE (A,- {u}) R, then a’ :=aY’-’ would be an element of A, such that a’ E 
(A,- (u’)) R, i.e., A, would not be a minimal set of generators of M. 
Thus, we are reduced to show that if u :=x7=, (ui- l), then A, is a 
minimal set of generators of M”. For this, we must show that: 
(a) I-$(A,-- {y)) R. 
(b) If iO<u, O<i,<z+- 1 for every j= l,...,n, and i,,+i, + ... + 
i,,=u, then Y%r’:...n$$(A,- (Y%c~~~~~~)) R.
First, let us show that (a) is a consequence of (b). Suppose that (b) is true 
and that YUE BR, where B := A, - { y}. We can write r”= 
iE 
b~Bab(P6)-‘bwithabETandP,ET\P.LetB:=n,.,P,;wehaveBY”= 
beB ah b with ai E T. If there existed b. E B such that a& $ P, then a& would 
be invertible in R and consequently 6, would belong to (A, - {b,}) R, 
which would contradict (b). Thus ai E P for every b E B and /?Y” = 
c hEBabbEPU+l since BsP”. Then, we have /?I-EP”+‘G rU+‘K[[Y]] 
since PC_ YK[ [ Y]]; but this is absurd, for j? is an invertible element of 
KC[:Yll. 
Thus, now it remains to show (b). Let i0 < U, iO+ i, + ... + i, = U, 
0 G ij d uj - 1 for every j= I,..., n - 1, and suppose that a, := 
Y%c’: . . . rri E CR, where C := A,, - { Y%$ . . . ret}. Since i,, < u, there exists 
some ii > 0 with j 2 1; we may assume that i, > 0. By (3), if t > 0 we have 
P’ c YT, hence Ptu E Y”T s CT; since P is a maximal ideal of T, we obtain 
that CT is a P-primary ideal of T and consequently that CT= CR n T and 
a0 E CT. 
Let T,_, :=K[Y; n,, n’;; ,..., ~3 ,... ;...; n,-,, n?:;, ,.,., 7~::;~ ,... 1. We have 
a, E CT= CT,, _ 1 [n, ; n,ui ,..., 7~;; ,... 1; but, in such an expression of uo, only a 
finite number of a;;‘~ will appear and, by (1 ), we obtain that there exists m 
such that a, E CT,- 1[7c,, $&I. To make the computations, it will be con- 
venient to express z,, in function of n,,,. By (2), we have 
7cL, = Y-7cnm + T”“-‘g( Y) with g(Y) E K[ YJ; 
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KC Y, Y”r-‘n 
$I’, h( Y, Y”r ~ ‘TC,,) with h( Y, Y”r- ‘n,,) E 
h(Y, YV~-h 
n,] E T,- i[ Y”r-l~,,]. We claim that Yio+Un- ‘,rr;l... zi:l, 
.,)ECT,_,[YUwL .,I. Indeed, we have yiO+UnP1 x’,‘... TC~~:I, 
fj(y, y4-Jn,,)= yio+ifl t~...nkz~, yh-1-b h(y, yu~-lzn,); p-1-b 
h(Y, YU::-l 7c,,)ETn-‘[YU~-1 K,,] since u,, - 1 3 i, by hypothesis; clearly 
yio + L n iI . . . 
I 
n2-1, E A, and Y”finny . . . nn,“z~, #a, since a, = Y’O T!’ . . . ~~I~1 xi 
with i, > 0 and Y, n, ,..., rr,_ i, rr, algebraically independent over K; hence 
yio + +I . . . 
1 z$:‘, EA,- {uO} = C and our claim is proved. As a con- 
sequence, we obtain that to suppose that a, E CT,, , [n,, n,Um] is equivalent 
to suppose that 
with Fc( r”r- ‘n,,, z;~) E T, _, [ 7tn, n&] for every c E C; our next goal is to 
show that this relation is absurd. We will do do by showing that, for any 
c E C, the part cF,( Y”y- ‘rc,,,,, rcUn .,) gives no contribution to a term in 
Y io+(u;- I)i” $. . . +I n-1 z&,. Note that Y, rci ,..., 7t,- i, TC,, are algebraically 
independent over K since Y, n, ,..., 7~~ i , rc, are so. 
Let CEC; then c:= Yko @...TT~:;Tc$ with 06ko, Odk,du,--1 for 
every j = l,..., n, ~J”=okj=u, (k,,k, ,..., k,)#(i,,i ,,..., i,). By (2), we can 
write 
c = yko nf~. . . ?lk,- n _ ; ( y”r - Gcnnz + YU” ~ ‘g( Y))kn 
with g(Y) E K[ Y]. 
If there exists jc {l,..., 
cF,( yuvc,,, . 
n - 1) such that k,> ij, then it is clear that 
rc”n”,) gives no contribution to a term in Yio+(UrP ‘L 
4... z2z~l + . 
If kj < i, foyevery j E { l,..., n - 11, write 
(y”,“-‘Kn,,+ y-1 g(y))k.= 2 ~k~y’“::-““n~~~yY’“~-‘“k”-~)g(y)kn-~; 
s = 0 
then 
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We shall show that no summand of this sum gives a contribution to a term 
in 
For s > i,, s 6 k,, such a summand clearly gives no contribution because 
of the factor rc;,. 
For s<i,, s<k,,, to get a contribution, the factor ni,,, must appear; 
the only possibility for this to happen, is that the variable yU;- ‘rc,, 
in the polynomial expression F,( YUr-‘rr,,, 7~2~) appears with a power 
equal to i, -.ss; in this case, the polynomial will also bring the factor 
y(l& l)(i,-s) so that in all, the summand will bring the factor 
ykO+(U~~l)Si(~,~l)(k,-S)+(U::~I)(in~S). To finish the proof, we just have to 
show that the exponent of this factor is always different from 
i,+ (ur- 1) i,. We have 
e :=k,+(u;- l)s+(U,-l)(k,-.s)+(U;-l)(i,--S) 
=k,+k,+(u; -2)i,+(i,-s)+(u,-2)(k,-s) 
and 
i,+(lq- l)i,=iO+i,+(ur-2)i,. 
Since ~J’=Okj=u=~;=O j i and since k, 6 ij for every j = l,..., n - 1, we 
have k, + k, > i, -t- i,. 
Ifk,+k,>i,+i,, thenclearlye>i,+(ul:-l)i,. Ifk,+k,=i,+i,and 
s<i,, then clearly e > i, + (u; - l)i,. If k,+k,=i,+i, and s=i,, then 
k, # i, for, otherwise, we would also have k0 = i,, hence also kj= i, for 
every j = l,..., n - 1, and this would contradict our hypothesis 
(ko, k, ,..., k,) # (io, i, ,..., i,). Now, from s<k,<uu,- 1, s=i,, k,#s,, and 
O<i,, we obtain O<s=i,,<k,<u,, hence (u, - 2)(k, - s) > 0 and 
therefore again e P= i0 + (u; - 1) i,. 1 
CLAIM 4. The field K and the power series 7~~ ,..., rc, can be chosen in such 
a way that (0) is a maximally differential prime ideal of R. 
ProoJ: Let Q be the field of rational numbers and let {Xjj/j = l,..., n; 
i= 1, 2,...} be a set of indeterminates over Q. Let K := Q( { Xjj/‘= l,..., n; 
i = 1, 2 ,... }). Let Y be an indeterminate over K. For j= l,..., n, there exist 
7c,:=bj,XjJ’-‘+ . . . +bjJj,+‘+ . . . 
with b,E Q - (0) for every j= l,..., n and every i = 1, 2 ,..., such that 
R,,..., zc, are algebraically independent over K(Y). Indeed, K being coun- 
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table, then K(Y) and the algebraic closure of K(Y) are countable also; since 
{b,,X,‘yll~-‘+ ... fb,,X,,Y”;~‘.../b,,EQ- (0) for every i 2 1) 
is not countable, then there exist 6,, ,...!I~~,... E Q - (0) such that 
n, .- ~-b,,X,, Y”‘-‘+ ... +b’,X,,Y”‘-‘+ ... 
is transcendental over K(Y). Now, K(Y) being countable, then K( Y, 71,) 
and the algebraic closure of K( Y, nl) are countable also; since 
{bz,X,,r-‘2P1+ ... +b,,&,Y+‘+ .../bzi~&P-{O} forevery i>l} 
is not countable, then there exist &,..., b,,,... E Q - (0) such that 
It* .- ‘ b,,X*, YU2-‘+ ... +b,,X*,Y~-l + ..’ 
is transcendental over K( Y, rcr), i.e., equivalently, such that rcr and rc2 are 
algebraically independent over K(Y). Continuing this way, we do obtain 
nr,..., rrn, that are algebraically independent over K(Y). 
Now, construct the rings T and R according to the preceding procedure. 
The quotient field of R is clearly 
N y, 711 ,..., nn) = Q( {Xii/i= l,..., n; j= 1, 2 ,... })( Y, rtl ,..., 71,). 
On this quotient field, define a derivation D in the following way: 
D(q) = 0 for every q e Q, 
D(Y)=l, 
D(~c~)=(u~-~)~~,X~~Y~-* for j= l,..., n, 
D(X,,)= -@A;+‘- 1)b,,+&‘X,,+, Y++’ 
for j=l,..., n and i=1,2 ,.... 
We shall show that D(R) c R. Since R = Tp, it suffices to show that 
D(T) E T. We already have D(K) c K[ Y] E T, D(Y) = 1 E T and D(nj) E 
K[ Y] G T for every j= l,..., n; then, it remains to show that D(K,?) E T for 
every j = l,..., n and every i= 1,k2,.... 
Set [,~,z=zj-Ct=, bjkXjkY”-I; by (2) we have cji= Y”P1rrjl, hence 
Q= y”, 9 ~2. Differentiating this relation, we obtain 
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hence 
D($j) = yp(6+l -“J)uj$pD(i;i)- Y-y,;+l-uj) 7p/. 
By (l), we knoz, that Z?E YT; then, we will have D($J) E T if and,+qnly if
[y’D(rji) E y”J ~ TT; thus, it will suffice to show that D(G) E Y”] - ‘+T. 
By induction on i, we shall show more precisely that 
D(Lgji) = (uj+ ’ - 1) bji+ ,A!,+ i Y$+‘--2. 
If i = 0, i.e., if cjj = rcj, this is given by the definition of D. If i 2 1, suppose 
by induction that 
D(&-l)= (u;- l)b,iXjiY+2; 
differentiating the relation 
~ji=~ji-,-bjiXjiY+l, 
we obtain indeed that 
D(cji) = (u;:” - 1) bjj+,Xji+, yU:+‘-*. 
Thus, the derivation D that we have constructed is such that D(T) E T 
and, consequently, also such that D(R) c R. Since D(Y) = 1 $ M, we have 
D(M) ~2 M; since A4 is the only nonzero prime ideal of R, (0) is the 
maximally D-differential prime ideal of R. 1 
3. PRESERVATION OF THE PROPERTY 
OF MAXIMAL DIFFERENTIALITY BETWEEN R AND I? 
In this section, we are concerned with the connection between the 
statements “P is a maximally differential prime ideal of R” and “Pl? is a 
maximally differential prime ideal of 2,” where l? is the completion of a 
local ring R and P is a prime ideal of R. We will show that neither 
statement implies the other. 
PROPOSITION 4. There exists a local domain R with completion I? such 
that: 
(a) dim(R) = 1. 
(b) (0) is a maximally differential prime ideal of R. 
(c) (0) is not a prime ideal of I?. 
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Proof. Consider the domain R constructed in Proposition 1. Since R is 
local one-dimensional, not regular, then R is not integrally closed; then, its 
integral closure is not a finite R-module [S, Corollary 3.3, p. 1691, and R 
has some nonzero nilpotent element [2, Satz 7, p. 4641; in particular, (0) is 
not a prime ideal of l?. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let X, Y be indeterminates over Q; let Ri 
QILX Yl~x.u,~ Then, there exists a rank-one discrete valuation overring V of 
R that is centered on (X, Y), that admits Q as a field ofreprPsentatives such 
that: 
(a) (0) is not a maximally differential prime ideal of V. 
(b) (0) is a maximally differential prime ideal of I? 
Proof: Let T be an indeterminate over Q; let rr := C,“= i ai Tic Q[ [ T]] 
be such that rc is transcendental over Q[ T] and such that n := 
xi”=, iai7’- I 4 Q( T, 7~) (e.g., one could take rr:=sin T:= 
Cz0((-1)i/(2i+1)!)T2’+1).Let W:=Q[[T]]nQ(T,rr).Itwasobserved 
in [4, p. 2751 or in [S, p. 2921 that if d is any derivation of W, then the 
maximal ideal M, of W is a d-differential ideal, and therefore (0) is not a 
maximally differentiai prime ideal of W. The argument was as follows: W is 
a rank-one discrete valutation ring, whose maximal ideal is generated by T, 
and such that Q[ T],,, G WE Q[ [ T]]; thus Q[ [ T]] is the completion of 
W, if d were a derivation of W for which the maximal ideal of W were not 
d-differential, then we could suppose that d(T) = 1; by continuity, we could 
extend d to a derivation of I@= Q [ [ T] 1, and we would necessarily have 
d(n) = rr’; this would be absurd since rc’ $ Q( T, 7~). 
Now, consider the isomorphism cp: Q(T, rc) + Q(X, Y) defined by 
cp( T) = X and (p(n) = Y. Let V := cp( W). Since W is a rank-one discrete 
valuation overring of Q [ r, r~](~,~i that is centered on (T, 7~) and that 
admits Q as a field of representatives, then I’ is a rank-one discrete 
valuation overrmg of Q[X, Y],, yj that is centered on (X, Y) and that 
admits Q as a field of representatives. If D is any derivation of V := q(W), 
then it is clear that cp ~’ 0 D 0 cp is a derivation of W, then 
cp -loDocp(Mw)~Mw, Dorp(M,)~cp(M,), and cp(M,), which clearly is 
the maximal ideal of V, is a D-differential ideal. Thus (0) is not a 
maximally differential prime ideal of V. 
On the other hand, the completion t of V is clearly Q[ [Xl], hence (0) 
is a maximally 8/8X-differential prime ideal of I? 1 
Remark.6. In [9], Seidenberg observes that derivations and valuations 
are concepts that are related to contact and asks for a study connecting 
these two concepts. The example given in Proposition 5 shows that the 
connection is not too good: we have exhibited a rank-one discrete 
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valuation ring V that dominates Q[X, Ylo ,,) such that (0) is not a 
maximally differential prime ideal of P’, hence such that Der( V) = (0) [S, 
Theorem 99, p. 2881; this implies that no nontrivial derivation of 
Q[X, Y],, *) sends V into itself. On the other hand, Seidenberg has shown 
in [9] that every derivation of C?[X, Y],, ,,I can be extended to a 
derivation of some dominating valuation ring. 
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